AJNA GATES – Wisdom and Shadows
Three to the Head – Our Connection with the Cosmos and the Divine
47 – The Magic Mirror.
This Gate holds the storehouse of Human Karma. This is the storehouse of our non-coding DNA, the DNA
of our ancestors which may not be activated but is within us and has the potential to be.
This genetics memory that we hold inside is not linear, it is random. It is a true representation of the
Akashic Fields which do not work in 3D time and are read through fractal geometry, not logic.
One of the best ways to work with the shadows of this gate is through the understanding of Archetypes.
This allows us to look at the hidden side of our nature.
This gate shows us that our suffering is our magic mirror. It is ours to own, to appreciate and accept.
Only when we finally stop trying to avoid it, can it show us its magic.
The Shadow is OPPRESSION
Repressive Nature is - HOPELESS – metal collapse of the mind being overwhelmed by life. This is giving
up.
Reactive Nature is – DOGMATIC – One projects their oppression onto others in order to try and control
their environment.
GIFT - TRANSMUTATION
SIDDHI - TRANSFIGURATION

47 – Realization – This is the Aha! Gate, the gate of realization through new ideas from the
universe. Eureka! With this gate, when you are relaxed, you can just download new ideas,
inventions and solutions. This gate has a tendency to remember all the disorganized collection
of memories, and then tries to assemble a meaning to the experiences. In doing so, one needs
to take a step back and relax and trust the process. By letting go, it allows the flow of ideas to
come to you. This gate best flows with the expectation that the answer will come, allowing one
to move forward with confidence with the new inspirations. (This gate is wanting to connect
with gate 64 of Confusion in the Head Center in order to complete the channel of Abstraction.
Mental Activity mixed with Clarity)
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24 – The Great Genetic Glitch
This is the shadow that explains the realm of shadows themselves. This is also the shadow that
advertising and mind control takes advantage of.
This is the gate of addiction. In our genetics we are pre-programed for addiction, the mind is the main
component responsible for this.
Even though our minds as vehicles have an infinite capacity for creating for us, we tend to stick to
patterns and the familiar. We regularly play the same tune over and over again.
The greatest trick of the mind with this gate is to be self-limiting, which one does not even recognize is
its own addiction.
ALL MODES OF THINKING ARE ADDICTIVE – The only thing that breaks addictive thinking is silence.
This is the gate that likes to put out a picture to the world that we want change, but internally we do not
change any of the addiction to the same old patterns.
Again, we can learn/remember that suffering is wired into our DNA. It’s single purpose is to TRIGGER
YOUR AWAKENING!
The Shadow is ADDICTION
Repressive Nature is - FROZEN – Being stuck from fear at a choice moment in our life. (A gap that we
can bridge to something new)
Reactive Nature is – ANXIOUS – Using busy work, activity as a distraction to keep us from making the
change.
GIFT – INVENTION – Thinking new and outside the box. Willing to step out of our comfort zone.
SIDDHI - SILENCE – This is exiting the wheel of the mind or the need for things to be certain way. This is
stepping off of the reincarnation wheel.
24 – Rationalization – The natural and spontaneous process of transformation and renewal. This gate
takes unique inspiration and ponders it over and over until it can be brought into form and be able to
communicate it with others. Through rationalizing there can be a feel of two steps forward, one step
back. But it’s still one step forward. (This gate is wanting to connect with gate 61 of Mystery in the Head
Center in order to complete the channel of Awareness. The energy of being a Thinker)

4 The Folly of Youth
This gate holds within it the misuse of logic. The over reaction to our own logic and assumptions that we
then feel must be the truth.
The Shadow of Intolerance then is born because we feel we are right and others are wrong.
With low frequency bands, this shadow causes us to completely identify with our emotions. One can be
blinded by their own logic.
This occurs with the mind is imbalanced and in the drivers seat, logic is meant to be a tool of objectivity
that takes no sides.
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This is also a gate that is endlessly restless in it’s need to examine patterns and resolve question. One
question will constantly be replaced by a new one.
The Shadow is INTOLERANCE
Repressive Nature is - APATHETIC – frozen by fear, the mind is no longer bright and has given up on
understanding anything. (feel less intelligent than others)
Reactive Nature is – NIT PICKING – In seeking answers, there is a need for the answers to create security,
when they do not, there is anger and blame. This is full victimhood expressed as blame on others.
GIFT – UNDERSTANDING
SIDDHI - FORGIVENESS

4 – Formulization – The gate of Formulization to questions fueled by doubt about the future. –
This gate creates answers that seem to just pop up. With them comes an energy to captivate
and succeed despite ignorance. There is a Freedom from retribution and the gate holds a
youthful folly. These answers are only a potential though, and still need to be tested and fueled
by facts. The energy of this gate is a gift to the questions of those around you and your minds
mental awareness helps you sift though to the most potent answers. But these answers must
be shared in alignment with your type strategy and authority. In most cases, waiting for others
to come to you. (This gate is wanting to connect with Gate 63 of Doubt in the Head Center in
order to complete the channel of Logic.. A Design of mental ease mixed with doubt.) If this
channel is not completed, you may be prone to feeling that your life will always be in chaos
until you start to live in more harmony with your design.

Three to the Throat – Our Wisdom, words and what we Manifest
17 – The Closing of the Third Eye
This holds the mental dilemma of opinion and judgement. Having an opinion is a gift with great powers
when used appropriately, buts its shadow pulls us away from the reality of our interconnectedness with
all other creatures.
The shadow sees narrow aspects of the whole and makes opinions from pieces, rather that the totality.
Shadow wants and answer for the uneasy feelings inside through the mind. Mind is designed to project
itself outward, when in truth the answer to the uneasiness is inside.
Much like gate 18, this gate is programmed to look for flaws and then base a story of reality based on
these perceptions.
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This gate holds the root of our opinions from the coding of our first seven years of life. (a healthy
opinion is created in childhood from non interference

The Shadow is OPINION
Repressive Nature is - SELF CRITICAL – Comparing oneself to others & siding with others. Undermining
yourself with self criticism and feeling no value for having an opinion.
Reactive Nature is – OPINIONATED – This level of opinions is based on defensiveness. Logic is used as a
way to enforce opinions.
GIFT – FAR-SIGHTEDNESS - precognition from the heart.
SIDDHI - OMNISCIENCE - this is being the one who sees and the object of the seeing, True Third Eye
Vision.

17 – Opinions – This gate is searching for something to believe in that can be held as a truth for
all people. There is a level of openness to your searching for certainty as you sift for what to
hold your opinion about. This gate holds the gift of the debater and diplomat. This gate holds
the phrase of the ancient law that those who wish to rule, must know how to serve. Opinions
are ideas and as always, they need to be offered appropriately. The ability to debate is the
willingness to challenge things in the name of fairness. There can be a level of not knowing how
to verbalize your ideas and this can create an anxiety that others may not understand
you. (This gate is wanting to connect with gate 62 of Details in the Throat Center in order to
complete the channel of Acceptance, a Design of an Organizational Being.)

11-The Fascist Regime of the Human Ego
The majority of humans live in a narrow band of light waves which means they do not see reality clearly.
This gate holds the feminine and right side hemisphere of the brain that grasps reality through reams of
interconnected and intuitively grasped fractal images emerging from the deep recesses of the brain. Our
intuitive and artistic side.
This gate feels the flood of images that the shadow of fear produces can not be controlled and don’t
make sense. It is like a limited perspective virtual reality that sucks you in to a false reality.
This gate is also held by the imagery of the archetypes. Each archetype created a glandular response in
our body as we integrate and heal them.
The 11th shadow is a minefield of lost dreams, escapist behavior, denial , guilt and repression.
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We must learn to trust the images that come into our dreams so they can be born and witnessed. This is
how we will emerge from the false dream we have placed ourselves in.

The Shadow is OBSCURITY
Repressive Nature is - FANTASISING – Turning completely inward and creating our own fantasy world.
Reactive Nature is – DELUDED – Turning outward and projecting our fantasies to our world around us.
GIFT – IDEALISM – Bringing your dreams and imaginations out into the world.
SIDDHI – LIGHT – This is the process of all the archetypes dwindling and fading away, into one and facing
your final battle – your inner demon. This is when we embrace our inner light.

11 – Ideas – The Gate of Peace. This gate is one that overflows with ideas and not always a knowing with
what to do with them all. This is also the gate of the seeker and not the finder so there needs to be
peace with the path of the quest. This gate has a harmonic energy for you when you permit assessment
before any renewed action. Know that ideas come and go, so not every one needs to be acted on. But
because you have so many, you have a great ability to add possibilities to this reality and in this you love
to be inspired by the ideas of others and to inspire others with your ideas. Ideas are what eventually
become ideals, then beliefs and even belief systems over time. (This gate is wanting to connect with
Gate 56 of Stimulation in the Throat Center to complete the channel of Curiosity, A design of the
searcher.)

43 – Survival – Service – Surrender
This gate, like it’s other center partners of the Ajna, is keyed into the frequency of fear. This gate is in
survival mode.
There is an inner ear in this gate, an inner listening. The shadow side blocks you from hearing these
frequencies with deafness to what is going on inside.
A deafness to your inner truth.
There is a frustration to not being able to control ones inner workings or moods and this leads to
wanting to create an illusion of security and stability.
Individuality brings a search for happiness. But, this individualized freedom is where we find the depth
of our dissatisfaction.
This gate heavily relies of the feelings of the body. Feeling good is also about how our body chemistry
and health is. This drives the search for happiness.
Again this is an individual happiness, home, relationship, money, health, etc.
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This Gene Key is about surprises, but these surprises will never reveals their secrets to a constricted
mind. You may want change, but the wanting keeps the change from happening.

The Shadow is DEAFNESS Repressive Nature is - WORRIED - internal noise that creates a loop of worry, worrying about how to
get away from worry.
Reactive Nature is – NOISY – External Noise – Talking for the sake of talking in order to drown out how
they feel inside. Talking but not caring really about what others have to say.
GIFT – INSIGHT – The spirit of the rebel. Being an unpredictable spontaneous liquid genius that steps
outside of the frequency of survival, into service to others.
SIDDHI – EPIPHANY – This is allowing the individualism to attune our DNA to higher and more refined
frequencies. This is the age of the individual truth. Inner Wisdom and Embodying our Inner Christos.

43 – Insights/Breakthrough – This gate is about pure knowing, the creative rebel, being the
conduit for creative insight. This gate feels flooded with ideas and one can find themselves
having a hard time trying to even put these ideas to words in order to share them with others.
This is also one of the gates of aloneness which means you need alone time to process and be
with your thoughts. With this gate one may be deaf to others ideas. This is helpful in order to
be with your own guidance. Deafness can be useful to block out distractions, but one must be
careful to not be tuning out information just because they don’t want to hear it. (This gate is
wanting to connect with gate 23 of Assimilation in the Throat Center in order to complete the
channel of Structuring. Holding Individuality)
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